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        So, we are at the end of our calendar year for the Church.  What a year it has 

been!  Not the one I expected when I started back in December of last year, and 

I’m sure the same is true for you, but when I look at what we have done as a 

Church in the past year, I’m pretty darn proud!  We were able to continue to care 

for our flock. We made lots of phone calls when we were departed for those 3-4 

months.  We continued mission projects!  We continued to do the things that 

make us a great community of faithful people and who knows where the next six 

months or year will take us.  It is very difficult to say right now but we don’t need 

to be fortune tellers to be faithful people.  We only need to know who is in 

charge.  What are we supposed to do with what we are given at any given 

moment and that’s what this Sunday is really about.  To remind us! 

       In our first scripture reading in Ezekiel, God is pretty clear.  It starts off, 

doesn’t it, like the 23rd Psalm which we all love.  It’s a beautiful Psalm!  God is 

going to care for his flock.  He is going to find us but then He stops midway and 

basically says “Fat Cats, look out, you’re getting a different kind of meal.  You’re 

going to get a big fat meal of justice” and in His scripture in Ezekiel He then turns 

over the reins to David, King David, which reminds me that while Jesus is Lord, 

and He is who we follow and His teachings are what we try to adhere to, He does 

give us humans some power on this planet.  I think we can get very distracted by 

those humans who have power on this planet and get distracted in such a way 

that can cause harm and can cause harm to the community and right now I feel 

like a fracturing of our community and these scriptures are telling us how 

important it is to keep the faithful community together.  It’s really a very simple 

message but it is not an easy one.  The message is simply “do right at all times.”  

The image of the Son of man one day separating sheep and goats is really a 

diagnostic tool designed to inspire faithfulness.  To root out that self-centered 

living that we are tempted to go toward/gravitate to.  It helps each of us to 

measure who and where we are as we grow at our own faith.  God created the 

world out of an abundance of love.  God is love!  God overflows with love and 



when we give as an expression of that love that is inside of us that is bubbling up, 

spilling over and flowing out then we acknowledge that Christ is King!  Basically 

this passage is just a chance to take a little wellness check for ourselves.  Possibly 

even a warning for some of us that might be living in that very unhealthy, self-

centered way. 

       God wants to save us by touching our hearts with love.  Wants us to be 

persuaded to care and feed other human beings who need us.  Do we do that?  

Do we do that here?  Well I’d be a fool if I said no while I’m standing in front of 

these boxes.  They are all filled with wonderful gifts that were donated and 

purchased by our members and they were assembled by those same people.  

They’ll be shipped by donations that were given by this congregation but my 

question for you is this, “Why do we do it?” What happened to that community?  

Why do these children need these boxes?  Why can’t we fix that?  Why can’t we 

fix that problem of oppression and hunger and poverty?  I love that we do this 

and of course we need to do this because we haven’t fixed the problem.  But do 

we spend more time doing this and not enough time wondering why did the 

world get to that point.  

        One of the things that I love, and I’ve talked about this before, the 

Presbyterian Giving Catalog, it’s one of the programs that’s run by the mission 

program, and I’m going to have Ron come up shortly and talk about mission giving 

for our Church but what’s cool about this is that most of these are very 

empowering gifts, you know they’re not a one-off.  So, for example, here is a 

young lady who has been given a sewing machine and with a sewing machine this 

equipment can be just what someone needs to launch a business that mends, 

alters and sells clothing and linens and your gift could help provide a stable source 

of income for a family in the developing part of the world- $50.00 and this catalog 

is filled with that kind of stuff.  A fishing net, a kitchen kit, things that perpetuate 

and give people that are oppressed power to take care of their own lives.  There’s 

an emergency assistance grant, there’s a garden well so that they can continue to 

live and feed their families.  So, I encourage you to think about this as you think 

about Christmas giving and that sort of thing.  This is a great opportunity for you 

to think about!   



       So our scripture from Ezekiel, I want to just repeat says “I will seek the lost 

and I will bring back the strain and I will bind up the injured and I will strengthen 

the weak! The fat and the strong, I will destroy!  In that one phrase, God turns His 

attention away from the lost and on to the bullying sheep.  Disobedient sheep 

need to be transformed in order to be saved and God has the answer.  He’s going 

to give them a bitter meal He says of justice.  So that’s where we stand!  I want 

you to focus on the oppression!  Focus on the injustices! Pray to God, where can 

we make a difference in that regard.  Where can we empower people so that they 

can build their own boxes?  We don’t want a fragmented community.  That’s what 

makes us weak and the only way to unite is for us to continue to focus on God, on 

Jesus as our Lord and the teachings of Christ, which are so clear and so easy!  Do 

right at all times! 


